
 

 

Beauty of the Earth  
Seasons of Fun Fall Card 
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or just go to 
my store and order.  Remember that 3 August thru 30 September, you can earn free Sale-a-

bration products when you place a $50 order! 
 

Supplies:  
 Stamps: Beauty of Friendship Bundle #155834, Seasons of Fun #156576 
 Ink: Early Espresso #147114 
 Stampin’ Blends:  Cajun Craze #154879, Cinnamon Cider #153105, Daffodil Delight 

#154883, Misty Moonlight #153108, Mossy Meadow #154890, Old Olive #154892,  
Petal Pink #154893, Pumpkin Pie #154897 

 Paper:  Basic White #159276, Beauty of the Earth DSP #155841, Cajun Craze 
#119684, Merry Merlot #146979 



 

 

 Tools & Accessories: Early Espresso ¼” Faux Suede Trim #152472, Stitched 
Rectangles Dies #151820, Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine #149653 

 Adhesives:  Stampin’ Dimensionals #104430, Stampin’ Seal #152813 
  

Measurements:   
 Card Base:  Merry Merlot cardstock 5 ½” x 8 ½”; score and fold at 4 ¼”  
 Layer #2:  Beauty of the Earth DSP 4” x 5 ¼” 
 Layer #3:  Basic White 3 ¾” x 5” die cut with Stitched Rectangles Die 
 Layer #4:  Cajun Craze 3” x 3 ¾” die cut with largest treetop die from the Beauty of 

Friendship Bundle 
 Layer #5:  Die cut with treetop outline and detailed treetop dies from the Beauty of 

Friendship Bundle from the center of the Beauty of the Earth DSP Layer #2. 
  

Instructions: 
 Cut each piece listed in the measurements above. 
 Stamp tree trunk image onto the Stitched Basic White rectangle piece towards the left 

using Early Espresso ink. 
 Stamp the child playing in the leaves image onto the Stitched Basic White rectangle 

piece towards the right using Early Espresso ink. 
 Color stamped images with Stampin’ Blends:  Cinnamon Cider – cat, shoes, and 

alternate sweater stripes,  Misty Moonlight – hat & pants, Petal Pink – face & hands, 
Cajun Craze, Daffodil Delight, Mossy Meadow, and Pumpkin Pie – leaves, Old Olive – 
grass & sweater stripes. 

 Adhere stamped Stitched Basic White rectangle piece to the center Beauty of the Earth 
DSP. 

 Cut 6” of Early Espresso Faux Suede Trim and adhere it to the front of the stamped 
cardstock & DSP panel – taping the ends to the back; adhere panel to the card base. 

 Cut 4” of Early Espresso Faux Suede Trim and slip it under the first piece to tie a knot. 
 Adhere Cajun Craze cardstock treetop to the card base with Stampin’ Dimensionals. 
 Apply Stampin’ Dimensionals to the back of the Beauty of the Earth DSP treetop pieces 

to keep the detailed piece within the outline; then place onto the card base atop the 
Cajun Craze cardstock treetop. 


